Wind and Rain Storm November 04, 2018
The rain that fell was diverse across the Cumberland region with more northerly
parts of the County receiving the most amount of rain at just over 70 mm.
Further south the rain was still substantial reaching 45 mm. This amount of rain
created some minor flooding and washouts on dirt roads around the County and
there were a few reports of water in basements.
By far the greatest impact from this storm was the wind which reached speeds
well in excess of the expected levels. This is evident not only by the recorded
wind speed at the County Office, but also by the amount of damage to trees,
homes and infrastructure. Weather stations across the Cumberland Region were
silent once the power went out, but did manage to record wind gusts to 78 kph.
before dropping off. The weather station at the County Office recorded a peak
with gusts at 12 midnight of 106 kph.
Much like Nova Scotia Power, the Fire departments were kept busy through the
night responding to calls for assistance. Everything from trees across roads to
power poles on fire and lines down. The number of customers without power
across the Cumberland Region reached just over 11,000 by 1:00 am, however that
number had dropped to 9,000 by 2 am. Large outages included Amherst, Fort
Lawrence, Northport, Pugwash area, Southampton, Springhill, Oxford to Port
Phillip, Parrsboro to Advocate and Parrsboro to Economy. Other smaller outages
were reported across the region.
The Tantramar Marsh was closed to high sided vehicles by New Brunswick
Transportation near midnight after a tractor trailer was blown off the road as it
approached Sackville, NB
By daylight there were still 7000 customers without power and with daylight, the
amount of damage became evident. Shingles lost, trees on houses, telephone
poles snapped and trees on power lines everywhere.
The most serious flooding was on the Porter road behind the Pied Piper Motel
with only a 10 foot section of the road visible above water. By morning much of
the flooded area had receded.

One of the more serious events was a telephone pole at Exit 4 of the TransCanada
Highway that had snapped. Its lines ran across the TCH and were low enough that
a tractor trailer caught one of the 5 large lines and snapped it. The remaining 4
lines sagged dangerously close to the truck traffic that continued in the west
bound lane. The lines that were left on the road created confusion by the
traveling public as many would come to a stop in fear of driving over the lines
while other traffic continued at highway speed, risking rear end collisions.. This
situation continued for 4 hours while Police, TIR and NS Power waited for Aliant
to arrive and make the situation safe.
At the writing of this brief, 7:30 pm Sunday the 4th of November, just shy of 2000
customers were still without power with no requests for comfort centers.
The following are a series of photographs depicting some of the damage caused
by the storm.
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